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A new column exporing the complex connections of modern families.
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brain could cha e the way we sense emotions. That sounded exciting. I hoped
it woul<l help me read people a little better.

Th,ey say, becareful what you wish for. The intervention succ*eded bevond
my wililest d - and it turned my life upside down. After one of mv first
T.M.S. sessions.n zoo8, I thought nothing had happened. But whren I got

my eyes' I felt as if I were on a ship at sea. And threre were
they felt like hallucinations. It sounds like a fairy tale, but the

M.s., I had fantasized that the emotional cues I r,l,as missing
ld bring me closer to people. The reality was very different.
picked up about what my fellow humans were feeling
They seemed scared, alarmed., worried and even greedy. The

beauty I envision was nowhere to be found.
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n didn't make my life happy. It scared me, as ther f'ear I fert
in me, too. As exciting as my new sensory ability was, it
at work, when I felt them looking at me with corrtempt. It
when I saw teasing in a different and nastier light. It even
hen I realized that people I remembered as funny were
f me.

thing: It cost me a marriage. when I met my former wife
e T'M's'), she was seriously depressed. she'd acc:epted my
rnd I accepted her often quiet sadness. I never re,aily fert her
omplemented each other. She could read other p,eople
could, and I relied on her for that.

T.M.S. With my nevrfound ability I imagined my,self
cloak of disabiliry. I thought she would be happy, but
tter of factly, "you won't need me anymore." My heart hurt,and I felt unspea ly sad' Later, people at work tord me they'd liked me better
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No.rmally le change in a marriage, over time. What happens when
one perrion chan overnight? We were divorced a year after the ll.M.S.
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my wife's chronic depression all those years because I did
the T.M.s., I felt the full force of her sadness, and the weight
nder. At the same time, I felt this push to use m1/ new
out in the world and engage with other people, 'ow that I
otions. when I think about the way my behavior must have

n. After the divorce, I embarked on a disastrous relationship
o could not have been more different, and I was clevastated
I apart. I learned the hard way that emotional inr;ight
some things, but another person,s true intent and

ie friends, the results were more mixed. I found myserf
ing the emotions of peopre I was close to, something thatur peupe r was close to, something that
before' strong emotional reactions weiled up in me, and I

d never expressed.

years to find a new balance and stability. In that time, my
:e into peopre's souls faded. yet the experience reft me
ore the T'M.s., discussions of emotions were lil<e cruer
as if someone were describing beautiful color to a person
d white' Then, in an instant, the scientists turned on color

in, to someone who's emotionally insightful. To my
tme best friends with my first wife, and helped rne

commitlnent rem ined inscrutable.

Afterr some i itial tumult, the changes in me proved transformational at
work. My ability t engage casual friends and strangers was enhanced.. But
with farnLily and c

vision. Even thou that vision faded, the memory of its full brilliance wilrremain with me al ays.
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y son. She started a tradition of family dinners and
rought new warmth into my life. Even more, she helped me
web of emotional connectedness I'd never known before, and

known pre-T.M.S.

ines through in my relationship with my son. we had grown
.M.s. through a combination of his teenage rebellion and our
read each other's feelings. (My son is on the aullism

e joined the T.M.s. study together, and it becam,e a powerful
. Even as the T.M.s. effects pushed my ex-wife a:nd me apart,
and me together. The T.M.s. also helped me unilerstand mv

t years of her life.

friends, and built a stronger business. And there,s
learned that the grass is not arways greener when it comes

n. For much of my life, I,d imagined I was handicapped by
rss. When that changed, seeing into other people was
oming "typical" proved to be the thing that was truly
ow I realize that my differences make me who I am _
alike. I'd call that hard-won wisdom.
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